
A P P L I CAT I O N  B E S T  M U LT I P L E 
 CA S I N O  O P E R ATO R

PUTTING OUR GUESTS FIRST
since 2017 Holland Casino has invested in the ultimate guest  
journey. This has resulted in an increase of our NPS score with 
12 points. In 2014 our NPS-score was 17, in 2020 we were stable 
at an NPS score of 29. The average in the Dutch leisure sector 
is between +15 and +20, which shows that Holland Casino is 
pulling fast ahead of its competition. 

2022 showed great results for multiple casino’s. We are winning 
prizes in architecture, sustainability and entertainment. Crown 
on the work was our Casino Utrecht that featured in the new 
season of Law & Order. Holland Casino meets Hollywood.

Holland Casino is transforming the way we think 
about operating casinos. In  everything we do in 
our fourteen casino’s, we are  surpassing  industry 
stereotypes, by adding daylight to our venues, 
 allowing responsible gaming to be an  integrated 
part of our strategy &  design,  introducing 
 products that stimulate  social  interaction and 
investing in sustainability in a way that is  unique 
in the world. We are  blending the  traditional 
 casino experience with the 21st  century  demands 
on  sustainability,  transparency, and social 
 cohesiveness and with result. We see that our 
venues attract new  audiences, we see our guest 
ratings going up, we show higher  reten tion and an 
increase in spend by  exploring new,  state-of-the 
art and  immersive product  experiences.  During 
the  global pandemic, we managed to open the 
two most  sustainable  casinos in the world, 
 launch our innovative  online casino formula, 
including a live casino in the heart of one of our 
existing venues and realized a brand-new F&B 
strategy, with multiple groundbreaking food 
concepts. Also our guest ratings kept  relatively 
stable in the pandemic, only influenced  slightly 
by the most restrictive corona measures. We 
have used the pandemic to re-adapt and have 
emerged as one of the most modern, sustain able 
and innovative casino operators in the world, 
that even our biggest critic’s respect. We there-
fore hope to be considered for the best overall 
casino operator.



MAKING SUSTAINABILITY WORK 
Our future in sustainability is shown best in our two brand-
new locations in Utrecht & Venlo, which are combining 
functionality with iconicity. Starting with Venlo, the full 
9.500 square meter casino is completely sustainable and 
has a very low CO2 emission climate installation (heat cold 
storage) . It is build with the cradle-to-cradle principle with 
an organic design in the shape of a flower, that is in every 
way in contact with its surroundings and adding a real 
landmark to the region. The flower design is combining an 
iconic element with a never seen before water infiltration 
system, where rainwater is used for multiple processes 
in the building. Every aspect of the building is designed 
with sustainability in mind, from collecting energy to the 
materials used and considering that wildlife is minimally 
affected by the building. This without losing grandeur and 
casino quality. We have installed incredible led walls that 
makes our Venlo casino stand out. This light-, but also our 
elevator installation, is purchased on performance based 
consumption. The supplier owns the product and  therefore 
the solution will be more sustainable developed. 

Our diamond next to the Ring of Utrecht is also designed 
with the highest standards of sustainability, including solar 
energy, heat cold storage etc. But also, responsible gambling 
is introduced in the design of our casinos. We have made 
a principal choice to let daylight in all our venues, we are 
 making sure the rooms where we conduct our prevention 
talks are situated before registration and entry and we 
 introduced a state-of-the art registration system in all our 
casinos. We know our guest, so we can protect our guest. 

Please fly around our Utrecht & Venlo venue:

 

THE BEST PREVENTION POLICY
Holland Casino always scores highly in the ECA audits. But 
not only the ECA is seeing the progress of Holland Casinos 
prevention policy. Measurements from the Ministry of 
Justice confirm a steep increase in the quality of Holland 
Casinos prevention policy. We speak to more customers, 
have more interventions, whilst gaining new guests that 
have a responsible and sensible casino experience.1 

We invest in innovative tooling, like our gamified self-test 
together with Mindway. We have an internal advisory 
 council of experiential experts, representatives from 
the  addiction care and scientists that are co-creating 
our  prevention policies and even responsible gambling 
 campaigns.

UNIQUE, INTERACTIVE, AND IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES
Holland Casino is investing in the 21st century demands. 
People want an immersive and extraordinary experience 
that is likable, accepted, and relevant in today’s  society. 
This means we are investing in social zones, social inter-
action and multiple F&B concepts that are focused on 
 bringing that instagrammable experience, without losing 
focus also on our regular players, which we offering high 
quality Table and Slot Gaming, with separate zones for 
Time on Device, Automated Table, Volatile and High Roller 
games.

1.  WODC 2021, New measurement of the modernization of the gambling policy,  
https://repository.wodc.nl/handle/20.500.12832/3125  (English summary 
available, full text only available in Dutch)



HOLLAND CASINO NXT & LIVE BINGO
Holland Casino NXT and our live bingo are just two 
 examples of instagrammable, immersive and multi sensory 
environments that engage groups and stimulates social 
interaction when playing. The combination of  DJ-dealers, 
low stakes, upbeat vibe, group interaction and great 
 entertainment is an introductory concept that attracts 
new players of all ages to the casino floor, where they can 
experience and learn the customs and rituals of (Table) 
Games. Prevention and education are internalized in the 
products. Having fun, learning and being responsible go 
hand in hand. 

FOOD & BEVERAGE
We’re not just serving food, we’re serving experiences. Our 
flagship venues have multiple restaurants from fine dining 
to sports bars. We’ve made sure that our dishes are social 
media presentable, and we make sure that every guest in 
Holland Casino can find the dish or restaurant they want. 
This F&B strategy with five unique and groundbreaking 
concepts was rolled out in the light of the pandemic and is 
now a booster of our emergence out of this tough period. 
We stimulate our colleagues to excel by organizing internal 
food & beverage battles. 

EMBEDDED PARTNERSHIPS
Our partnerships are regionally orientated, but with 
 national or international impact. The best example being 
our oldest venue in Zandvoort. We have been partnering 
with the municipality and circuit for years and integrated 
the formula 1 experience in Zandvoort and our casino. We 
not only support the circuit, but are an essential part of the 
region, for example with our regional casino funds, that are 
used to support all kinds of cultural activities in the cities 
where we are located.

INTEGRATING ONLINE
Our Scheveningen venue (The Hague) is now home of a 
unique online live casino that has been integrated in the 
land based casino. The transparent separation brings a 
new experience to all visitors. They literally see the online 
casino and can interact live with our game presenters. This 
adds to the transparency of online gaming and is building 
trust with our guests, but also our stakeholders that can 
see what is literally happening. We made live casino real, 
authentic and an integrated part of land based casino. 


